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Bla Bla Box allows Children to Write, Read, Spell and Learn any Word
Published on 05/24/16
Marbotic has released Bla Bla Box 1.0, their sixth iOS app. Bla Bla Box is an awesome
sandbox to write words in a colorful way and start reading. Inspired by the Montessori
method and developed with schoolteachers, little kids discover the sounds of letters and
can write their first words and their name. Older ones learn to write and read any word in
the world. This app is designed for children from 3 to 7 years old and is already
available in 5 languages.
Bordeaux, France - Marbotic has released Bla Bla Box 1.0, their sixth iOS app. Bla Bla Box
is an awesome sandbox to write words in a colorful way and start reading. Inspired by the
Montessori method and developed with schoolteachers, little kids discover the sounds of
letters and can write their first words and their name. Older ones learn to write and read
any word in the world. There is no limit in Bla Bla Box!
Bla Bla Box in an app which allows children to:
* Discover letters sound
* Create syllables and words
* Start learning to read
This app is designed for children from 3 to 7 years old and is already available in 5
languages, including English, French, Spanish, German and Dutch. This app can also be
played with an amazing connected toy: Smart Letters. This set of 26 connected wooden
letters allows children to manipulate tangible objects, and this way, help them to learn
best.
Innovative Smart Letters & Smart Numbers:
Marbotic's Smart Letters & Smart Numbers are connected toys that allow children to
interact with supported iPad apps via athletically pleasing and colourful wooden blocks.
Offering real physical interaction in a digital playground, Smart Letters & Smart Numbers
are the innovative way to integrate technology & traditional learning. Specifically
designed for use with iPad, the blocks are backed with a flexible material to prevent any
damage to the device.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 6.0 or later
* 162 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Bla Bla Box 1.0 is $2.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Education category. Promo codes are
available to bloggers and journalists on request.
Marbotic:
http://www.marbotic.com/
Bla Bla Box 1.0:
http://apps.appshout.com/bla-bla-box/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/bla-bla-box/id1096156886
YouTube Video (Demo):
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUIvzhBqzv8
Screenshot:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple49/v4/8e/64/fc/8e64fcef-ddcdaf90-765a-3df1e0f0612f/screen480x480.jpeg
App Icon:
http://apps.appshout.com/bla-bla-box/images/icon.png

Based in Bordeaux, France, Marbotic is the result of a double passion for pedagogy and
technology. The company creates and develops educational apps for children inspired by
Montessori pedagogy. They believe that mixing digital interfaces and traditional toys
leads to powerful learning experiences. Marbotic created the first wooden smart toys,
Smart Numbers and Smart Letters, that interact with tablets. All Material and Software (C)
Copyright 2016 Marbotic. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad
are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other
trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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